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Dais Foreword

Greetings delegates!

It is a source of great honour and high privilege for us to welcome you to the UN Human Rights

Council at MBMUN Summer 2021. The conflicts in the MENA region are one of the most

fractious issues that have concerned the Arab world, for the better part of the last century.

For many it may be the first ever MUN conference in your educational experience, and we

strongly encourage you to go through this background guide that has been prepared for you as

a part of the conference in order to get an in-depth understanding of the issue that will be

discussed in the committee. You are expected to research, collate, list down possible points of

discussions, questions and plausible responses and be prepared to enjoy the intellectual

energy in the group. Remember, ‘Believe in what you say, stand by it, and make your merit.’

And never forget to gain more and more knowledge, experience and joy.  Also to add on,

background guides are made just to give you an insight into the agenda and help you with the

research part. You have to research beyond this going into the depths of the agenda. We look

forward to seeing you at the conference!

Warmest regards,

Lakshitaa Kamat

Head Chair

Urjit Mojumder

Vice Chair
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Introduction to the UNHRC

The Human Rights Council (HRC) was established by the United Nations General Assembly

(UNGA) in 2006 to replace the Commission on Human Rights (CHR). The Council addresses

human rights issues and makes recommendations for possible rectification. It works to

prevent abuse, responds to human rights violations and emergencies, develops new

international norms and aids States in fulfilling their human rights obligations, working by

their motto”Promoting better human rights standards”.

Furthermore, it provides an international forum where states, non-governmental organizations

(NGOs) and intergovernmental organizations can discuss their views, problems and

achievements. The 47 Council-members are elected directly and individually by the majority of

the members of the UNGA. They serve for a three-year renewable term but cannot be

immediately re-elected after two consecutive terms. Membership is based on a geographical

distribution: thirteen seats are for African States and Asian States, eight for Latin American and

Caribbean States, seven for the Group of Western European and other States and six seats for

Eastern European States.

The most interesting feature of the HRC is the Universal Periodic Review (UPR1). All Council

members and U.N. member states are required to undergo a Universal Periodic Review (UPR)

that examines a member’s fulfillment of its human rights obligations and commitments. The

review is an intergovernmental process that facilitates an interactive dialogue between the

country under review and the UPR working group, which is composed of the 47 Council

members and chaired by the Council president. Observer states and stakeholders, such as

nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), may also attend the meetings and present

1 The United Nations Human Rights Council: Background and Policy Issues. (n.d.).
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL33608.pdf.
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information. During the first review, the UPR working group makes initial recommendations,

with subsequent reviews focusing on the implementation of previous recommendations. This

allows the committee to understand the effectiveness of each resolution passed and its impact

on member states. Delegates must be able to  understand as well as take help of these UPRs;

thus form an improved and cohesive resolution.

The UNHRC has played and continues to work hard towards improving human rights across

the globe. In recent years, a proposal has emerged to generate human rights first platforms

that should be built on open and flexible membership in order to enable States to build flexible

formations. The proposal would generate helpful conditions for joint discussions and activities

in order to discuss priorities concerning the normative human rights functionality of the HRC.

Since 2010, a move on human rights policy making can be observed within the HRC, in specific

African States such as Ghana, Cameroon or Senegal, which have experienced changes in

domestic legislative issues and society based on democratic standards and the rule of law.

Hence, standards for great administration such as human rights have become a genuine

reference point not as it were for inside but also for worldwide policymaking. In specific, for

instance, Uganda made an open explanation amid the HRC’s 11th session in Walk 2009

resisting Egypt as the at that point speaker of the African bloc, saying that the draft

determination on Sudan was not concurred upon by the gathering as a whole. South Africa

propelled a determination on the rights of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT)

individuals in June 2011 (A/HRC/RES/17/19) inalienably opposing Nigeria as the then speaker

and against the casual understanding not to press an issue against the express resistance of

the group’s lion's share. This is one of the many examples as to how the UNHRC, as part of the

GA has brought about a change.
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The resolution establishing the UNHRC states that "when electing members of the Council,

Member States shall take into account the contribution of candidates to the promotion and

protection of human rights and their voluntary pledges and commitments made there to” and

that "members elected to the Council shall uphold the highest standards in the promotion and

protection of human rights," In 2006, the recently made UNHRC accepted duty for the

Sub-Commission. The Sub-Commission's command was expanded for one year (to June 2007),

but it met for the ultimate time in Eminent 2006. At its last assembly, the Sub-Commission

prescribed the creation of a Human Rights Consultative Committee to supply counsel to the

UNHRC. In September 2007, the UNHRC chose to form an Counseling Committee to supply

master advice with 18 individuals, conveyed as follows: five from African states; five from Asian

states; three from Latin American and Caribbean states; three from Western European and

other states; and two individuals from Eastern European states. The  committee  stands  as a

necessity to unify these states, accommodate and acclimatize to allow solutions to flow, and

thus plays a crucial role in making a better tomorrow for everyone.

Background

The Middle East has constantly been filled with infighting and unrest since the early 20th

century. Some of these conflicts originate from religious differences, some are related to

terrorism and others to outside countries becoming involved in regional politics. The very right

to life can be infringed upon, either by military action, for instance, the civilians killed in Syria

by both ISIL fighters and American and Russian intervention, mainly airstrikes or even the

Israel-Palestine conflict, or by political action to silence dissent, like the murder of activists and

journalists. Minorities, ethnic groups and refugees can become victims of violence as well, due
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to the stress and lack of trust caused by conflict, and occasionally the root of the conflict

revolves around violence against a minority. 12

During these times of conflicts, there are often regime changes from one form of government,

or one leader, to another,for instance, Iraq after the fall of the Ba’athist rule under Saddam

Hussein. This can lead to loss of human rights, fundamental in ensuring  democracy and

governmental accountability. These rights include a say in the transition of the government,

the right to elect a government that respects human rights by being accountable for past

atrocities, and the potential to introduce new laws that infringe upon human rights, such as

freedom of expression and assembly.

Discrimination against minorities and women is also an important topic, seeing how women

and minorities can play crucial roles as activists and protestors against oppressive regimes.

Too often, however, their activism during times of conflict does not translate to a voice in the

new government once the conflict concludes.2 Lastly, disruptions caused to everyday life by

conflicts can have negative implications for people’s economic and social rights, like the rights

to work, receive education, social security, food security, clean water, shelter, clothing and

health. Certain groups of individuals, like women, minorities and people in poverty, are most

prone to lose access to these rights during times of conflict.3 Conflicts also have the potential

to destabilize the government, disrupting governmental systems along the lines of social

security and other types of welfare. Additionally, violence  can inhibit people from safely

getting to school or work. This has the potential to cause a long-term ripple effect, as it can

prevent adults from earning income and can prevent youth from attending school or

education training.

2 1 OHCHR - Human Rights programme for the Middle East and Northern Africa region. United Nations
Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner. 2018. Available from
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Countries/MENARegion/Pages/MENAProgramme.aspx.
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There is no MENA region3 amongst the United Nations Regional Groups, nor in the United

Nations geoscheme used by the UNSD (though the latter does feature two subregions called

'Western Asia' and 'Northern Africa'. Some agencies and programmes of the United Nations do

define the MENA region, but their definitions may contradict each other, and sometimes only

apply to specific studies or reports

We will now shift our focus to North Africa, particularly to two countries, Egypt and Libya,

where the primary human rights violations analogous to the Middle East are happening due to

toppling of autocratic regimes,differences in ethnicity, religion etc. Almost nine years after the

fall of dictator Muammar Qaddafi, Libya continues to struggle to put an end to its violent

conflicts and build state institutions. This is due to  many local conflicts reflecting

long-standing feuds between various factions, tribes, and ethnic groups at the subnational

level. External agents have also amplified Libya’s problems by funneling money and weapons

to proxies that have put personal interests above those of their own citizens. U.N. efforts to

broker an enduring peace deal haven't yet succeeded, overlooked by competing peace

conferences sponsored by various foreign governments. Meanwhile, Libya’s borders remain

flawed, particularly within the southern Fezzan, causing a drastic increase in human trafficking

and smuggling of illicit materials, including weapons and drugs.

In Egypt, authorities have continued to put down any public or perceived dissent, and severely

repressed the rights to peaceful assembly and freedom of expression and association.

Journalists were detained indefinitely solely in relation to their work or critical views viewed as

anti-governmental activity. The authorities clamped down on reporting that deviated from the

official narrative on COVID-19 and detained health care workers who voiced safety concerns.

3 Wikimedia Foundation. (2021, June 3). MENA. Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MENA.
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The government has continued to severely restrict human rights organizations’ and political

parties’ freedom of association. Security forces have used lethal measures to disperse protests,

and arbitrarily detained hundreds of protesters and bystanders pending investigations into

“terrorism” and protest-related charges. Thousands of people remained in neverending

pre-trial detention, including human rights activists, journalists, politicians, lawyers and social

media influencers.

Women have faced additional discrimination during this time, as they are vulnerable to being

prosecuted on “morality” charges for their clothing and behavior. Dozens of workers have

been arbitrarily arrested and prosecuted for exercising their right to strike. Residents of

informal settlements were forcibly evicted. The authorities arrested and prosecuted Christians,

Shi’a Muslims and others for blasphemy. Security forces dispersed protests by refugees over

the killing of a Sudanese child with force and subjected them to racial slurs and beatings.5

Possible solutions

An unused technique is required to viably address the MENNA region's post-2011 clashes. Two

expository concepts – strife clusters and concentric circles – can offer assistance to policy

makers unraveling the region’s clashes, give more noteworthy clarity in determination and go

with a basic guideline that should support all approaches: to begin with, do no harm.4

The challenge is to unwind the hitch of clashes systematically: to get it how different verifiable

strands have associating to form the befuddling composite of strife drivers and actors that

posture horde dangers to nearby, regional and even worldwide solidness and after that to

4 Amnesty International - Egypt 2020. 2020. Available from
https://www.amnesty.org/en/countries/middle-east-and-north-africa/egypt/report-egypt/ #
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express approach reactions that chart ways toward de-escalation and, in the long run, more

maintainable courses of action for states’ and communities’ tranquil coexistence5.

Rights Violated and Policy Recommendations

1. Freedom of expression

Regional governments kept on censor the web; the Egyptian and Palestinian specialists

blocked access to websites, and the Iranian specialists blocked social media channels.

Governments contributed in costly advanced reconnaissance hardware like that

delivered by the NSO Gather, an Israeli spyware company, to target human rights

shields. Acquittal Worldwide examinations uncovered how the Moroccan specialists

utilized the NSO Group’s infamous Pegasus program to target scholar Maati Monjib and

writer Omar Radi, both of whom were captured and confronted with indictment on

trumped-up charges. In July, a Tel Aviv court rejected a case brought by Pardon

Worldwide and others inquiring the Israeli Service of Defense to repudiate the NSO

Group’s security licence.

It is imperative to understand and ratify a policy that governments must discharge all

detainees of conscience promptly and unconditionally, end all investigations related to

peaceful online or offline expression, and stop blocking websites without due reason.

As a need, specialists ought to revoke subjective arrangements that criminalize

“insults” and must decriminalize defamation. The HRC’s top requirement is to protect

human rights while conflicts continue to rage in the MENA region. Ability to speak one's

5 Tackling conflicts in the MENA region. conflicts in the MENA region. (n.d.). Tackling conflicts in the
MENA region. conflicts in the MENA region. (n.d.).
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/tackling-the-mena-region_0.pdf.
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mind, express concern and discuss issues at hand that affect the population in a

democracy is a right of each citizen, thus shall not be repressed.

2. Human rights defenders and freedom of association

As a UN body, this issue is of utmost concern to the UNHRC. Human rights protectors

kept on paying an overwhelming cost for their bravery. The authorities attempted to

hush and punish them for their work, utilizing different strategies. The Israeli specialists

used strikes, legal harassment and travel bans against critics of the military occupation,

counting Amnesty International worker Laith Abu Zeyad whose travel boycott was

maintained by the Jerusalem Locale Court in November. The Iranian specialists

unlawfully closed businesses or froze resources of human rights guards and carried out

retaliations against their relatives, counting their children or guardians. In Egypt,

security powers captured three staff individuals from the Egyptian Activity for

Individual Rights and, in an uncommon move, discharged them weeks afterward,

taking after a worldwide campaign. At the same time, legal specialists self-assertively

included at least five human rights guards to “terrorists lists” for a long time.

States must recognize their commitments to regard and ensure the correct protection

of human rights by guaranteeing that human rights defenders are able to work free

from subjective capture and arraignment, dangers, assaults and harassment.

Specialists must regard the proper flexibility of affiliation and evacuate self-assertive

limitations on gracious society organizations. Resolutions must include as to how each

state in each region is to uphold this duty and recommend how this right can remain

protected. The intervention of the UN only arises when after ratification and adoption

of the clause, the state continues similar practices.

3. Protests and the unlawful use of force
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Protest developments in Algeria, Iraq and Lebanon proceeded to organize within the to

begin with a few months of the year until the spread of COVID-19 driven to their

suspension. Serene protesters confronted capture, beatings and, at times, indictment

for taking part in protests. In Iraq, government security strengths captured thousands

of dissidents within the to begin with few months of the year. Kurdistan Regional

Government authorities cited COVID-19 as a vocation for scattering dissidents in May

within the city of Dohuk and charged them with “misusing electronic devices” in

organizing a protest.

The UN body should ensure that each state and their law enforcement officers comply

with international standards on the use of firearms and less-lethal weapons, investigate

the unlawful use of force and hold law enforcement officers to account. States should

always uphold the right to freedom of peaceful assembly. The implementation of this

recommendation is undeniable and thus helps improve the living conditions of the

populations in this region.

4. Detention conditions and torture

Prisoners in a few nations were at increased chance of contracting COVID-19 due to

overcrowding, insanitary conditions and destitute ventilation in conditions that

amounted to torment and other pitiless and brutal treatment. Overcrowding was

common because of self-assertive detainment practices, counting drawn out pretrial

detainment without viable offer, as in Egypt for example, or regulatory detainment,

such as in Israel and Palestine. In Morocco, the specialists expanded the jail populace

when they detained individuals exclusively for breaching pandemic-related measures.

Prison visits were prohibited amid national lockdowns and now and then past, for

example in Bahrain and Egypt. Detainees were not given elective implies to

communicate with their families.
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Torture or other ill-treatment in state guardianship proceeded in at least 18 nations,

especially amid the cross examination stage to extricate “confessions”. Over the locale,

courts sentenced defendants on the premise of torture-tainted evidence. Jail

authorities in Bahrain, Egypt, Iran and Morocco utilized drawn out and inconclusive

single control, itself regularly producing to torment, to rebuff detainees for their

political sees or discourse or to extricate “confessions”.

Authorities ought to prioritize therapeutic care and overcrowding in detainment

facilities. To counter the spread of COVID-19, they should discharge all those

subjectively kept or detained without need, such as pre-trial prisoners. Legal

authorities ought to explore torment and other ill-treatment in places of detainment as

well as reformatory ill-treatment in detainment facilities, counting the utilize of delayed

single imprisonment, and conclude the use of torture-tainted articulations in lawful

proceedings.

5. Violations in armed conflict

The lives of civilians in Iraq, Libya, Syria and Yemen proceeded to be tormented by a

long time of strife, where fluctuating levels of violence by state and non-state parties to

these clashes reflected moving unions on the ground and the interface of external

military powers. Numerous parties within the clashes committed war violations and

other genuine infringement of worldwide helpful law. A few carried out coordinated

assaults against civilians or civilian foundations. In Libya, outfitted groups and militias

proceeded to assault restorative offices and snatch wellbeing specialists. Al-Khadra

Common Healing center within the capital, Tripoli, assigned by the Wellbeing Service to

treat COVID-19 patients, was shelled in April and May.
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Parties to armed conflicts must abide by international humanitarian law. In particular

they must end direct attacks against civilians or civilian infrastructure and

indiscriminate attacks, and refrain from using explosive weapons with wide-area effects

in civilian areas. Military powers must halt arms transfers where there is a significant

risk that they will be used in violation of international law, as was the case in the

ongoing conflicts in the region.6

6. Womens and girls’ rights

Women’s rights organizations, helplines or covers for survivors of savagery detailed an

increment in calls for offer assistance due to residential savagery, and demands for

crisis shield amid national lockdown periods, counting in Algeria, Iraq, Jordan, Morocco

and Tunisia. “Honour” killings proceeded in Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait and Palestine. In

Libya, state and non-state actors subjected ladies and young ladies to gendered

manhandling, online harassment, abduction and death, as within the case of legal

counselor Hanan al-Barassi in Benghazi. In Iran, “morality” police implemented veiling

laws by targeting women in public spaces.

In the 21st century, this issue is of utmost importance; the right of safety must not be

breached. The atrocities in the region has to be brought to an end

Therefore, in addition to tending to long-standing segregation against ladies in law and

home, specialists ought to freely condemn all shapes of savagery against ladies. They

ought to prioritize arrangements to guarantee that ladies and young ladies who are

victims of viciousness are agreed to a compelling cure which their abusers are held to

6 Human Rights in Middle East and North Africa - Review in 2020. Amnesty International. (n.d.).
https://www.amnesty.org/en/countries/middle-east-and-north-africa/report-middle-east-and-north-africa/.
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account. To further ensure such crimes are not repeated further, the adoption of all

policies made by the subsidiary organs of UN Women should be taken seriously.7

7. Refugees

Today, numerous live essentially stateless in refugee camps around the region (though there’s

also a sizable diaspora, with many Palestinians who are citizens of Jordan, the U.S., and other

countries). By 1967, however, when the U.N. The Security Council adopted Resolution 242 in

the wake of the Six-Day War, that language was softened significantly, calling only for a “just

resolution” to the refugee issue.

Already at increased hazard due to crowded conditions, inside uprooted individuals (IDPs)

living in camps were hit difficult by development confinements forced to anticipate the spread

of COVID-19, restricting their get to to work exterior the camps and the capacity of

compassionate specialists to convey aid. The torrent of assaults on civilians and civilian

foundation in northwest Syria expanded the populace of as of now overstretched IDP camps

near to the Turkish border by about 1 million individuals. In Iraq, the specialists closed at least

10 IDP camps, subjecting tens of thousands of individuals to auxiliary uprooting and, for those

seen to have ties to the Islamic State, the chance of subjective detainment and

implementation vanishing.

7 United Nations. (n.d.). UN Women: The United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the
Empowerment of Women – Office of the Secretary-General's Envoy on Youth. United Nations.
https://www.un.org/youthenvoy/2013/07/un-women-the-united-nations-entity-for-gender-equality-and-the-
empowerment-of-women/.
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Scope of Debate

An essential question to ask when discussing this topic is, why does the MENA region have

such a reputation for being an area filled with conflict and human rights issues? A few

characteristics that distinguish the MENA from other regions are authoritarian regimes, oil

dependent economies and diversity of religious and ethnic tribes. Additionally, civil war

(intra-State conflict) has been the most common type of conflict in the MENA region since the

1950s, many of whom were former colonies of major powers, though the major powers (like

the US) have often been involved in MENA conflicts post-independence. Some of the major

factors that can help catalyze civil wars ethnic relations and secessionism, economic growth

and development (or lack thereof) and authoritarian-style repression.

These factors boil down to three categories: unrest (repression and suffering), opportunity

(enough freedom to organize and access weapons, soldiers, etc.) and identity (a common

background, which promotes mobilization). For the factor of unrest, the type of regime plays a

big role. In the Middle East and North Africa, only two states (Israel and Turkey) qualify as

“more or less” democratic.

A heavy dependence on a single natural resource, particularly oil for economic subsistence and

sovereignty, is never healthy for an economy; as long as the dependency on oil in the MENA

region remains, economies will have a hard time diversifying. The immense wealth that comes

from oil is often concentrated into the hands of a few, rather than being spread throughout the

population, thus it is easy for authoritarian regimes to consolidate all the wealth in an

oil-dependent nation.
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Islam as the dominant religion of the Middle East and North African countries  contributes

largely to the identity aspect of conflict. Historically, Sunni Muslims and Shia Muslims have

struggled to find peace, and the same is true today. Iran is currently the only Shia Islamic

republic, while Iraq and Bahrain have Shia Muslim majorities. Most of the other Middle Eastern

Islamic countries have Sunni majorities. The resentment between Sunnis and Shias can

contribute to conflicts within nations as well as influencing alliances between countries. As

illustrated by the examples of Yemen, Syria and Israel/Palestine, the Middle East’s history of

conflict and the factors that contribute to it can cause a lot of human rights violations.

In 1948, the international community set forth the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

which is meant to illustrate that no matter what location or what circumstances a person is

born into, they are still entitled to the same basic human rights. Though this document is

non-binding as explicitly stated by its authors as well as the President of the General Assembly

at the time of its drafting, it has served as a foundation for international human rights laws.

The International Covenant for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, both established in 1976, were adopted by 164 and 167

countries, respectively. Additionally, the UN Human Rights Council is another United Nations

attempt to promote human rights around the world.

However, though all of these initiatives are beneficial for human rights, none of them are

binding and not all countries in the world have agreed to participate. Since the UN cannot

always protect people from human rights violations, the question becomes how to intervene

when human rights violations are occurring and how the international community can

continually support human rights in conflicts across the Middle East.
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Questions A Resolution Must Answer (QARMAS)

1. Which of the state solutions are most feasible to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict?

2. What role can the UNHRC play in mediating the dispute over Jerusalem?

3. How can Palestinian refugees be better integrated into society, in accordance with

international refugee law?

4. How can better accountability and transparency be introduced in the disputed region,

when it comes to human rights violations?

5. Possibility and feasibility of a plebiscite regarding the status of Palestine?

6. How will a plan of action take all sides of a conflict into consideration?

7. How will the strategic importance and oil wealth of the Middle East be taken into

account?

8. How will a plan of action both relieve immediate suffering and promote peace for the

future?

9. Should the colonial history of the MENA region  be taken into account when deciding

how to intervene? If so, how?
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10. How should ethnic tensions and rivalries play a role in the plan of action? How should

economic inequality and poverty play a role in the plan of action?
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